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Introduction
The environment of every school is full of interesting features, full of information and full of illustrations. It is
also rich in materials to work with, almost all for free. As a rule, the school environment is very close (and
appropriate) to the daily experiences of the children in their own familiar world. The familiarity of the environment
might be a drawback in so far as it can lead to taking things for granted. Some effort is therefore required to delve
into the unknown parts of this well-known place.
This effort is required from the pupils in the first instance, for they must learn to ask questions which are not
always obvious in an everyday environment. They must also learn to look for and find satisfactory answers to their
questions. Fortunately, answers to appropriate questions are hidden within this environment and can be uncovered
with the right kind of scientific exploration and endeavour. Whatever the children uncover, they also discover, and
they delight in discovery. This kind of discovery through scientific endeavour and discipline takes away the odium
of randomness, often mistakenly associated with the idea of ‘discovery learning’. Endeavour can be planned.
This means that the teacher, too, must make an effort. Not only does the teacher have to make a biological or
ecological survey of the school’s immediate surroundings, he or she also has to recognize and measure its potential
for children’s activities in their learning of science. It is the teacher’s task to stimulate, and often to formulate, the
questions or problems with which a living environment confronts children.
This chapter presents a number of suggestions and ideas about doing science in the neighbourhood, in the
surroundings and in the environment. It attempts to give an answer to the question: ‘How can we help the children
to use their own environment as a source of learning?’
It does not provide ‘ready-made lessons’ simply because it would be impossible for an outsider to make these
up. Every school’s environment is different from all others and therefore unique. Having explored the school
environment, teachers must make their own activity plans according to the possibilities and opportunities offered by
this environment.
The aim should be to help the children to approach their environment, or aspects of it, with a new scientific look,
so they learn to view it as a whole, in all its complexity. Some activities suggested in this guide do just that: working
on a minifield, or a transect, means observing it as a community in which we try to unravel relationships and
interdependence, and other influences. We start, however, direct from the touchable, observable and very concrete
materials and situations of our children’s real environment.
There are ideas, often in the form of questions, about how to study a minifield (a small patch of ground, clearly
demarcated in some way) and how to relate observations to each other to find relationships. Questions are suggested
which can be answered by looking carefully and which will, of course, lead to other questions. Variations in the
study of minifields are proposed as starters; teachers and children will think of many more.
What is suggested for working with minifields is of equal relevance to the other activities and exercises described
in the chapter, since they are basically similar in approach and technique to the study of minifields. They lead,
however, to more comprehensive results and, hopefully, to pleasant and motivating surprises. Some such surprises
were expressed by a group of teachers who, during a workshop at their school, attempted the exercise named ‘A
Biofield in Layers’. An interesting area was chosen at the edge of a stretch of woodland where the undergrowth
began to give way to open grassland. The teachers were told to study the area in detail, to sample samples where
desired and to prepare an accurate map, illustrated with sketches, drawings or real samples.

The first group was assigned to the area ‘underfoot’. This meant that they studied no more than the soil and
what was immediately on it or in it. Their attention was drawn to the thicker layer of humus in the wooded part, of
which they took a sample for display together with their presentation afterwards. They also dug up a number of
roots and root systems, rhizomes and creepers, which on closer scrutiny revealed not only a surprising variety, but
which also clearly indicated a visible relationship between form and function. What they had formerly dug up from
schoolbooks they had now dug up for real, and their comments expressed satisfaction: ‘I am going to do this with
my children.’
Members of the second group, restricted to the lower five centimetres just above the ground, were surprised at
finding species of plants which grew no taller than a few centimetres, yet were complete: flowering and seeding.
The elbowing action of leaf rosettes came to their attention and the question
‘Where does the stem of a plant begin?’ led to a fascinating investigation and discussion. The group studying
the layer between knee- and shoulder-height became interested in the aerodynamics of a swarm of midges
dancing above the grass, something they would normally have passed by without noticing. The group mapping
what was found above eye-level expressed surprise at the great variety in size, colour and even shape in the
leaves growing at the ends of branches of shrubs of the same species.
These teachers, like most others, were not field biologists, but they were motivated by the unfamiliar approach
to something they had walked by for ages without taking much notice. The most pleasant surprise, however, came
when they presented and displayed the records of their findings: five annotated maps, filled with sketches and
fresh samples, which contained so much more information than they had expected and revealed such a high
degree of creativity that they made two comments: ‘Can so much information be found within so small an area?’
and, looking at the five very different representations of this same area: ‘Have we done all this?’
Working on a transect leads a step beyond the closer community of living things in a minifield. A transect is
more suited to the study of the vegetation across a larger area; it gives an overall view rather than great detail. A
sequence of changes in vegetation across a piece of land can often be related to visible conditions like the composition
of soil, exposure to wind or sunshine, tilt of the land, or disturbance by passers-by or cultivating machinery.
When studying ‘vegetation’, one considers the collective plant cover rather than individual plants. Vegetation is
more than just the plant cover of an area. It gives the landscape (or landscape elements like an embankment, the
verge along a country lane, or the swampy edge of a pool) its own colour and character, along with prevailing
physical and climatic conditions as well as the influence of inhabitant fauna. The lonely ant who happens to pass
by is of little importance, but the wriggle of eating caterpillars certainly is to be taken account of.
Further attention turns from the field to plants as individuals. Considerable emphasis is placed on using the
actual plant as a first source of information about itself. What does the plant tell about itself? To answer this
question, which keeps returning in different guises, the student (child as well as teacher or trainee) is required to
observe the plant and its features accurately and in great detail. However, observation is only a first step, for the
student must now attempt to look through what has been observed in order to gain insight into such relationships as
exist between form and function of various plant structures, or between the plant and outside (situational) influences.
This requires thinking and reasoning, putting acquired concepts in order so that an intelligent hypothesis can be
formed and formulated. It calls for comparing and finding similar structures related to similar functions. Further
work may lead to simple experimentation.
The role of language (plant words) is placed in its proper position; as a vehicle of thought and a means of
communicating findings. Classification of plants is presented not as a matter of fact and a completed system, but
as an activity to be done, requiring skills of observation and ordering. When classifying plants, students observe
similarities and differences, and by discussion they establish criteria for grouping their plants on the basis of
observable characteristics. This means that they must make decisions on which features are relevant to establish
‘likeness’ or ‘difference’ in relation to inclusion in, or exclusion from, a certain group or ‘class’ of plants. Linnaeus
might smile at the result of such activity done by a group of children, but he would be delighted by the method.
Finally, some activities on animal life are suggested with great emphasis, once more, on observation and finding
relationships, particularly with the environment.

Children orient themselves in this world. Continuously they try to accommodate themselves among
the many living and nonliving things, forces and powers, mishaps and successes, natural phenomena
and unexpected events, illness and bad weather, joy and grief. They are surrounded by multitudes,
and they want to make sense of it all by figuring out relationships, connections and explanations. They
adjust themselves and their behaviour accordingly. They try to conquer their world by attempting to
understand it in all its multiplicity and complexity.
The environment is the children’s own: they live in it, they play in it, they belong to it, they are familiar
with it, and they learn in it. This familiarity may give the false impression that they know all about it. They
do not, of course, and they have to be prodded to learn more from it, and so about it.
In these worksheets you will find a number of suggestions and ideas about doing science in the
neighbourhood, in the immediate surroundings, in the environment. They attempt to give an answer to
the question: ‘How can we help children to use their own environment as a source of learning?’
You will not find ‘ready lessons’, simply because it would be impossible for an outsider to make these
up. Every school’s environment is different from all others and therefore unique. Explore your school
environment, which you share with your children, and make your own activity plans according to the
possibilities and opportunities offered by this environment.
Help the children to approach their environment, or aspects of it, with a new, scientific, look, so they
learn to view it as a whole, in all its complexity. Some activities suggested here do just that: working on
a minifield, or a transect, means observing it as a community in which we try to unravel relationships
and interdependence and other influences.
We start, however, directly with the touchable, observable and very concrete materials and situations
of our children’s real environment.

